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Competition and Social Control in Science:
An Essay in Theory-Construction *

RANDALL COLLINS, University of California at Berkeley

Social control in science operates through the process in which the col-
league group validates individual scientists' contributions to knowledge
to the laymen who provide support and rewards for science. Descriptive
research in various areas of the sociology of science may be brought to-
gether into a causal model which relates competitive conditions within
colleague groups to variations in scientific productivity, methods, values,
and organizational structures.

Introduction

THEORY AND RESEARCH in the sociology of science have been carried out on
five broad fronts: considerations of national policy questions relating to sci-
ence; ^ research into the output and strains of various kinds of research
organizations; ^ studies of communication networks and of the growth of
scientific publications in various fields; ^ sociologically-oriented research on
the history of science; * and analysis of the internal norms of the scientific
1016.*̂  These areas remain largely unrelated, as the implications of work in
one area have not been generally applied to other areas.

* This is a version of a paper read at the Annual Meeting of the American Sociological
Association, August 1967.

^See, for example, Don K. Price, The Scientific Estate, Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1965.

^A recent, comprehensive study is Donald C. Pelz and F. M. Andrews, Scientists in
Organizations: Productive Climates for Research and Development, New York: Wiley,
1966.

^ See William D. Garvey and Belver C. Grifi&th, "Scientific Communication as a Sodal
System," Science, 157 (September, 1967), pp. 1011-1016; Derek J. de SoUa Price, Little
Science Big Science, New York: Columbia University Press, 1963.

*See Joseph Ben-David, Science and Society, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall, forthcoming; Joseph Ben-David, "Scientific Productivity and Academic Organiza-
tion in Nineteenth Century Medicine," American Sociological Review, 25 (1960), pp. 828-
843.

' Specific references will be given below. A general overview of the various concerns
of the sociology of sdence may be found in Norman Kaplan, "Sociology of Science," in
R- E. L. Faris, editor. Handbook of Modern Sociology, Chicago: Rand McNally, 1964.
Collections of articles may be found in Norman Kaplan, editor. Science and Society,
Chicago: Rand McNally, 1965, and Bernard Barber and Walter Hirsch, editors. The
Sociology of Science, New York: Free Press, 1962. Another field of research in the sod-
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The main reason for this fragmentation of activities in the sociology of
science is the diversity of interests in the field. National policy questions
have been considered by political scientists, economists, and "science states-
men,*' for eminently practical purposes. Most of the voluminous research or
laboratory organizations has also been motivated by practical concerns: ihe
guiding principle has been the question of the research administrator: how
can I get the most productivity out of my scientific staff? Studies of com-
munication networks and of publication growth have been principally descrip-
tive, with some practical concern for improving the flow of information in
science.

A sociological theory of science has been more widely developed in the
study of the history of science, especially in the work of Jof̂ eph Ben-Davic
and his colleagues, which has examined the growth of scientific "productivity'
in various fields in terms of their organizational supports. The most thfo-
retically oriented work has been concerned with the topic of basic scientific
norms, and considerable progres.*̂  has been made in this area. Nevertheless,
although this work should provide the fundamental theory for all of the
sociology of science, it has remained largely unrelated to the other areas of
research. The aim of this paper is to analyze existing theory in the socioloL'y
of science, and to present a unifying model from which may be drawn em-
pirically testable explanations of the phenomena described in the varicm.-;
substantive areas of research.

Fundamental Theory in the Sociology of Science

The first step toward an explanatory theory in the sociology of science,
as in other areas of sociology, is to show that social control exists in science.
To show that science is not simply a di?^embodied intellectual effort mu>*.
be the sociologist's admission ticket to the arena. Clo.«;ely related to the
demonstration of social control is the description of the social n(>rms of .<;cience.
From this point on. two further lines of analysis open up. One is to show tha'
processes characteristic of all social phenomena, such as socialization, strati-
fication, and the control of deviance, exist in .science as in any other socia-
institution. The other line of analysis is to show what is distinctive about the
scientific institution, that which makes it different from other social institu-
tions. The combination of both lines of analysis .should yield causal proposi-
tions which enable us to connect independent and dependent variables, ana
thus to explain the existence of scientific institutions and behavior, and varia-
tions in them.

Let us review the progress that has been made in the sociology of science

ology of science concerns the backgrounds and personalities of scientists. This maicriai
is not discussed here, as il appears to be only peripherally related to the nature of scicnci
as a social institution, and fits more naturally into the peneral .sociology of occupation^.
or the psychology- of creativity. The model developed below, however, may eventualh
be able to incorporate some of the materials of the latter area, by showing how social
institutions foster the "personality" patterns associated with creativity.
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in constructing such an explanatory theory. First of all, there is considerable
agreement that science is a group activity, and that the scientific group
exercises normative control over the activities of its members. Merton has
arcucd persuasively that priority di.<:putes over scientific discoveries indicate
the existence of an important scientific norm: that original contributions to
scientific knowledi^e must be recognized b}' the scientific community." Hag-
strom has built a more general argument for the proposition that scientists'
behavior is determined not so much by the sheer joy of creativity, nor by
material rewards, but by the standards of their colleagues.' These standards
include not only the values internalized during scientific socialization, but
even more importantly, the continually enforced and continually changing
irroiip conceptions as to what is acceptable scientific research as well as ac-
ceptable scientific manners. Hagstrom backs up this model of social control
viih a series of arguments: that norms must be continually reinforced to sur-
vive: that control by the scientific uroiip is necessary if scientists are to resist
the influence of nonscientists: that scientific methods and concerns change,
hence a continuing direction, rather than a simile, initial internalization of
norms is needed to maintain con.«̂ en.sus: and that scientists who are isolated
from communication with other .=;cienti.<ts are generally unproductive. Since
scientific norms do survive, scientists do pay more attention to each other
than to nonscienti.-ts. do maintain consensus despite changing methods and
theories, and since most scientists are productive. Hagstrom can argue that
social control among scientists must be assumed to exist.

Kuhn's philosophical and historical analysis of the intellectual structure
of science suggests another dimension of ."-ocial control in science.^ He argues
that there is a great variety of possible methods, concept*:, basic assumptions,
and theories that a scientist could use at any given time: but in fact, the
scientific comn''unity in each field arbitrarily confines it.'̂ elf to only a few
of these possibilities, expressed in the form of "paradigms.'" or classic pieces
of research, which are held up as models for continuing scientific investiga-
tion. In everyday research, which Kuhn terms "normal science." basic as-
sumptions are left unquestioned, fundamentally anomalous results are doubted
or iL'nored, and scientists confine themselves to the "puzzle-solving" activities
of working out the details of the paradigm-based theory. Only when the
paradigm encounters repeated failures, so that it begins to lose most of its
usefulness in guiding research, do scientists begin to think of giving it up.
and start acting like the popular stereotype of the wide-ranging, all-question-
'•HL' investigator.

Kuhn's concept of '"revolutions"' in the history of science, the process by
'vhich paradigms break down and are replaced by new ones, and the implica-
i m which Kuhn draws from this regarding the "'cumulative" nature of

Robert K. Merton. "Priorities in Scientific Discovery: .̂  Chapter in the Sociolotn- of
n'f." .American Sociological Rrvivw, 22 (December 19.=̂ 7). pp. 63.̂ -659.

' Warren O. Hapstrom, The Scientific Community, Now Vork: Basic Books, 1965,
:!i,!er 1.
Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. Chicago: University of

hir.-. '̂o Prf<:s, 1962.
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science, are the subjects of some controversy among historians and philoso-
phers of science.* But whatever the outcome of these disputes, Kuhn has
made a contribution in showing that normal scientific activity is not an un-
trammeled quest for knowledge, but is a process arbitrarily limited by the
conceptions of the scientific group at any given time as to what questions are
worth asking, what methods are to be used in asking them, and what kinds
of answers are to be considered acceptable. Moreover, Kuhn argues con-
vincingly that such arbitrary limitations are beneficial to science, as they
bring about a concentration of attention and hence periods of rapid cumula-
tion of knowledge in particular areas. For the sociologist, the lesson to be
drawn is that such intellectual consensus is undoubtedly the product of social
control within the scientific community. The social control that Merton and
Hagstrom have attempted to demonstrate for the broad procedural norms of
the scientific community appears to have consequences for the intellectual
content of science, as well.

Having shown the existence of social control in science, how can we describe
the social activities of science determined by it? The answer to this question
shades over into yet another, the key question in developing any sociological
theory: why does this social order exist, or alternatively, how does this social
control operate to produce the particular institutional forms and behavioral
phenomena we observe? Note that our question must be (just as in every
area of sociology): not merely why social order exists in general ("why does
science exist at all"), but rather why certain kinds of science exist at certain
times and places. Both causes and consequences of social control should he
cast in terms of variables, so that statements can be made from our gen-
eral theory specifying the conditions which result in particular kinds of social
order. Thus, by an examination of the general question of social control in
science, we may be able to derive testable explanations of the phenomena
studied in the various substantive research areas in the sociology of science.

The earliest attempts to specify the norms of science have been the most
general. Merton and Parsons have listed some basic scientific norms: Merton
has suggested universalism in recognizing scientific truth and scientific talent,
communism of intellectual property, disinterestedness in forwarding the
progress of science, and organized skepticism of existing doctrines.^° Parsons
has listed the norms of "empirical validity, logical clarity or precision of the
particular proposition, logical consistency of the mutual implications of
propositions, and generality of the 'principles' involved." " Parsons also notes
that the scientist's occupational role is that of a professional, characterized
by the orientations of "universalism, affective neutrality, specificity and

" In a relatively favorable assessment of Kuhn's work, Ben-David notes that "para-
digms" are not necessarily as clear-cut and unique to a group as Kuhn's presentation
appears to make them, and that in fact a scientific sub-specialty may share aspects of
a number of different "paradigms." Joseph Ben-David, "Scientific Growth: A Sociological
View," Minerva, 3 (Summer 1964), pp. 471-476.

1° Robert K. Merton, "Science and Democratic Social Structure," Social Theory fl"'^
Social Structure, New York: Free Press, 1957, pp. 550-561.

11 Talcott Parsons, The Social System, New York: Free Press, 1951, p. 335.
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achievement," as well as by "collectivity-orientation rather than self-orienta-
tion." =̂

The first set of norms mentioned by Parsons regulate the attitudes of scien-
tists toward scientific products; they are rules of method and epistemology,
rather than rules of social relationships. Merton's suggested norms cover
somewhat broader rules for procedure; the norms of "communism" and "dis-
interestedness" suggest the orientation characteristics of a profession. The
norm of recognizing achievement, a corollary of universalism, comes closest
to suggesting a structure of interpersonal relationships, but it is not specific
to the scientist, but covers any pure Gesellschaft relationship. Similarly,
Parsons notes that the elements of the scientist's occupational role are com-
mon to the entire modem occupational structure, with the exception of
''collectivity-orientation," which is common to all professions. Thus, as a first
approximation, the scientific role may be described as that of a profession
dedicated to the particular goal of, in Merton's words, "the extension of
certified knowledge."

As noted, the two possible strategies of theory-building are either to stress
the similarity of science to other social institutions, and apply sociological
theory developed in other contexts to science; or to search for the distinctive
features of science, and build an explanatory theory on these features. Sev-
eral general traditions of sociological theory have been applied to science.
One of these is functional analysis, which examines the consequences of social
norms for the survival and success of the institution of science.^^ To explain
the consequences of social arrangements, however, is not to explain the
existence of these arrangements; causal analysis must be applied as well as
functional analysis.

Several theories base social control in science on a general model of social
behavior as exchange. Hagstrom applies a theory of Marcel Mauss to sci-
ence: "gifts" of scientific information create an obligation on the part of
the receiver to return the gift, in the form of recognition of the giver's ac-
complishment.̂ * Storer views science as an exchange among scientists of ex-
pressions of the universal psychological need for creativity, in return for
recognition; Storer deduces Merton's scientific norms from some general
norms that Storer suggests are valid in all types of exchange relationships.^^
.'̂ n exchange model appears to be useful for a model of science, as it fits
many of the important facts of scientific behavior, especially the emphasis
scientists place on communicating with one another. Several important prob-
lems are involved in applying an exchange model, however. First, it is not
settled what is being exchanged; Storer and Hagstrom have different concep-
tions of this good (information vs. creativity-expressions). Second, it must
be explained why the exchange exists. Why did the exchange come into

p. 343.
"See, for example, Merton, "Priorities in Scientific Discovery."
*̂ Hagstrom, op. cit.

'••^Norman W. Storer, The Social System of Science, New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1966.
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existence, why is it maintained, and why does it take particular forms?'
Hagstrom answers this question by invoking Mauss' theory of gifts, but the
questions remain: why does the receiving of gifts create a feeling of obligation
on the part of the receiver? Why does scientific gift exchange become insti-
tutionalized in some times and places but not in others, and in varying de-
grees of size and specialization? Third, the kinds of institutional settings
within which the exchange takes place remains to be brought into this ex-
change model; as I shall argue below, variations in this external setting have
important consequences for scientific behavior, and especially for changes in
scientific institutions.^^

Competition in Science

Taking the other tack, we may look for the distinctive features of science
as a social activity. A key point may be the idea that science is a competitive
profession. Merton's analysis of priority disputes already contains the idea
that science is a competitive activity. Hagstrom has gathered evidence for
the competitive nature of science from interviews with scientists, showin:;
variations in concern about being anticipated in a discovery, variations which
are related to the structure of competitive conditions in a field. Hagstrom ha?
also summarized the evidence for scientific competitiveness from statement.-
and writings of scientists themselves, and has advanced the supporting argu-
ment that scientists work only on problems that have not yet been solved by
others, hence scientists appear to be concerned with originality rather thar
creativity alone.

The difficulty with viewing science as basically competitive is that scien-
tists do not appear to be consistently competitive. There is considerable co-
operation among scientists, ranging from the exchange of information to
actual collaboration in research and publication; it is sometimes suggested
that the growth of multiple-authored publications in science in the twentieth
century indicates the decline of competitiveness in science. Further, scientists
tend to deny that they are competitive, and often assert that the}' are engaged
in a selfless, cooperative enterprise for the advancement of human knowledge.

One possible solution would be to view the extent of competitiveness in
science as an empirical matter; in that case, competition is treated as a de-
pendent variable to be explained. Nevertheless, there are strong grounds for
taking a competition model of science as an analytically crucial starting point
for a theory with empirically testable consequences. That is, in order to make
sense out of com.plex empirical reality, it is often useful to make some guesses
at ^̂ •hat the interacting (and perhaps conflicting) "forces" are that produce
the observable phenomena.̂ "^ These guesses can then be validated by testing

^̂ ' Other examples of the application of general sociolodcal theory to science may b̂ '
found in Robert K. Merton, "The Matthew Effect in Science," Science, 159 (Januarv
1968), pp. 56-63, which shows that the process of cumulative advantage operates in
careers of scientists, just as it does more generally in the field of stratification. Hag.strom.
op. cit., applies a number of concepts, such as Merton's typology- of deviant behavior
and the process of differentiation, to science.

^"This was Max Weber's view of the use of ideal types. See Randall Collins, ".\ Com-
parative Approach to Political Sociology," in Reinhard Bendix, et al., editors,
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out the predicted consequences of various conditions affecting one of our
Mpothetical "forces," while attempting to control for other interacting
•'forces." If we then assume that science is a basically competitive activity,
and view the various aspects of cooperation among scientists as modifications
of (but not substitutes for) this basic competition, we are in a position to
test the consequences of variations in conditions affecting competition, while
attempting to hold constant conditions affecting cooperation. The validity of
making these analytical assumptions can be decided by the usefulness of this
strategy in explaining various empirical phenomena in science by variations
in conditions affecting competition. A series of such empirical derivations
of the competition model will be discussed below.

More immediately, the analytical assumption that science is a competitive
activity may help explain the nature of social control in science. Scientists
may be seen as competitive because they are engaged in the socially valued
activity of producing knowledge. The man who makes an original contribution
has produced know-ledge, and is rewarded for it: the man whose contribution
is not original merely tells people something they already know. Each item
of know l̂edge is a commodity that can be produced only once (unless it is
completely lost and must be rediscovered). Thus, knowledge is by its very
nature a scarce good, and hence engenders competition. The only possible
modification of this competition, as long as the production of knowledge re-
mains a value, would be for knowledge-producers to cooperate in producing
knowledge, and split the rewards among themselves. But such cooperation
would not eliminate the inherently competitive nature of knowledge-produc-
tion: the very cooperation is dictated by the existence of the competitive
situation. Of course, cooperation in some respects is quite compatible with
competition in other respects: for example, there may be competition among
groups of cooperating individuals, or cooperation between individuals m
handling the means of knowledge-production while continuing competition in
the final output of knowledge.

Scientists, in fact, do cooperate in the production of knowledge. For one
thing, they can provide each other with useful information that furthers each
other's researches: thus, we find ''invisible colleges" of men on the forefront
of a research field who associate together and cite each other's work.̂ ^ Also,
hy concentrating their attention on a given area—or as Kuhn says, on work-
ing out the "puzzles" in a given "paradigm"—they can produce more and
better knowledge than they could by workinc: in isolation. But even more
fundamental than these advantages that might motivate scientists to cooper-
ate, is the basic necessity of cooperation in all of the more advanced fields.
That is, once a body of knowledge becomes complex, it is no longer possible

o-nd Society: A Reader in Comparative Political Sociology, Boston: Little, Brown, 1968.
^ote that the problem of vi'hether science is "basically" competitive or cooperative
parallels the dispute between the two main points of view in stratification theory; the
resolution of this dispute in both areas appears to depend upon treating competition and
cooperation analytically.

^^Derek J. De SoUa Price, op. cit., Chapter 3.
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for lajTTien to evaluate the production of scientists. Hence, the scientist, to
be rewarded for his contributions, must have them validated as knowledge by
the only group that is capable of validating them: his scientific peers. Thus,
as knowledge has grown more esoteric, the scientist has gradually moved from
presenting his contributions directly to the literate public, to presenting his
contributions to a more and more elite group which in turn validates his
contributions to the larger group, until finally he is totally dependent upon
his peers in his specialty to mediate the rewards for his work.̂ ^

Thus, social control among scientists is based primarily on their need to
have their work validated so that it might be publicly rewarded as a con-
tribution to knowledge, and secondarily on the advantages in producing more
and better knowledge that scientists gain from cooperation, especially in the
exchange of information. Thus, Hagstrom is correct in viewing the internal
social controls of science as based upon the exchange of scientific contributions
in return for recognition, but we should distinguish two such kinds of ex-
c h a n g e : mutual validation and information sharing. T h a t i s : ( 1 ) t he scientis;
recognizes a contribution to knowledge, in return for the implicit promise that
the contributor will in turn validate the other's future contributions: (2) the
scientist contributes information from his own researches—whether in the
form of published reports, preprints, or informal communications—that i.̂
useful to other scientists in furthering their own research, in return for ar
implicit promise that the receivers of this information will reciprocate with
information from their own researches. It is interesting to note that since
scientists depend on their colleagues to help them in the competition, and
especially to validate their "victories," their very competitiveness leads them
to deny the existence of competition.

Sodal control within science, then, is similar to social control in other
professions. The model of a profession is a colleague group which monopolize^
selection and training of new members into its esoteric skills and claims ex-
clusive jurisdiction to evaluate the products and services of its members
according to standards set and enforced by itself. Professions are formed when
a group possesses a body of skills and knowledge that are not immediately
accessible to the layman. Would-be practitioners are unable to learn these
skills on their own, and hence existing practitioners tend to form an organized
group, both for the advantages of cooperation and of monopolizing oppor-
tunities to practice, but especially for the sake of mutual validation to the
layman and in order to ensure that their work will be judged by the standard::
of their peers rather than by laymen who do not understand the difficulties
and complexities of their

IS Kuhn. op. cit., pp. 18-21, notes that the "paradigm" (which I have suggested indi-
cates a type of social control) first appears in a field at the time that its practitioners
cease to communicate their results to the general public in books, and instead begin to
communicate via brief articles intended only for colleagues. That is, a form of sodai
control emerges just at the time that the colleague group acquires a special importance
for the individual scientist.

20 See Harold L. Wilensky, "The Professionalization of Everyone?" American Journal
of Sociology, 70 (September 1964), pp. 138-141; and William J. Goode, "Community
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We must pay attention not only to the exchange proces.'̂ es within the pro-
fessional group of scientists, but also to the relation of the profession (or its
specialized sub-groups) to its "clients," the public which supports its activi-
ties and rewards it for its contributions. Scientists compete with each other
for these facilities and rewards, but it is crucial to note that the rewards are
mediated by the peer-group's validations, and can be won only by a measure
of cooperation with others within the peer-group. Several centuries ara, the
rewards were public honor and sometimes patronage; today, con.siderable
material rewards have been added. For example, groups of scientists organ-
ized in university departments are in effect assigned teaching positions, sal-
aries, and other emoluments to distribute among themselves, according to
their own criteria of scientific merit. The substance of scientific contributions
has become so e.soteric (and the number of scientists so large) that the edu-
cated public is no longer directly aware of most scientific achievements; but
the honor and rewards that the peer-group of scientists bestows upon it?
members does not represent merely the approbation of that group of indi-
viduals, but represents their judgment of what measure of the general public
respect for knowledge is due to particular contributions.

It should be noted in this connection that there is no necessary conflict be-
tween material and ideal rewards. It is clearly wrong to suppose that a pro-
ducer of knowledge is motivated merely by the desire for money; there are
easier ways to make more money than by scientific or scholarly achievement.
Xor, in fact, can one say that scientists are motivated by a desire for recogni-
tion plain and simple; they do not want recognition simply as famous per-
sons—again, science is hardly the most direct path to this goal—but rather
recognition for scientific achievements. All this is a way of saying that the
production of knowledge is a strong and socially widespread value, just as
are many other t\pes of achievement. But persons who achieve great social
values are also held to be legitimately entitled to recognition and to material
rewards; this is as true in science as in other fields of endeavor. Thus, the
brilliant scientist is entitled to his honor, his high salary and his light teaching
load; there is no question that he did not value his contribution to knowledge,
and was motivated only by these rewards. Rather, it would generally be felt
that his achievements were themselves slighted if he did not receive the
material rewards that customarily went with them. The apparent conflict
between material and ideal rewards arises only when the ideal and material
rewards available for scientific achievement are put into competition with
material and ideal awards offered to the same man for achievement according
to some non-scientific standards.

Applications

The foregoing perspective can be used in relating theory on fundamental
scientific norms to the presently rather unconnected sociological research on

a Community: The Professions," American Sociological Review, 22 (April, 1957).
pp. 194-200.
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public science policy, scientific communication, the history of science, and
research organizations. It appears that research in these areas describes the
range of dependent variables that a general sociological theory of science
should be concerned with. The main things such a theory should explain are:
(a) variations in the amount of productivity, whether within a research lab-
oratory, within entire fields of science over periods of years, or within a
nation over a period of years: (b) variations in the kinds of productivity iv,
various units: included here may be the kinds of methods and theories u.̂ ed:
the degree of specialization, of empiricism, of theoretical synthe.sis, of con-
troversy or of ideology in a field: and the ri.se of new fields and subfields: (c
variations in the kinds of social structures of science: i.e. the kinds of scien-
tific disciplines, departments, organizations, and roles that exist at variou.̂
times and places.

Thus, work on optimal conditions in research laboratories, and work on
the history of science, are both attempting to explain the same thing—amount^
and kinds of productivity—but on different scales. The question of the con-
ditions for science existing at all as a social institution is simply a limitiiiL'
case of the dependent variables—zero productivity. The subject of public
science policy also fits in here, insofar as it is concerned with how govern-
ments can manipulate certain variables (e.g. budgets) to affect the amoun:
and kind of scientific productivity.-' On the other hand, studies of scientific
communication networks, currently in the descriptive phase, may provirie a
set of fairly rigorously measurable independent variables that can be relato';
to productivity: for example, various kinds of communication structures may
be compared for their effects on productivity.--

If we view science as a competitive activity, then both intellectual an'
orc'anizational conditions can be analyzed for their effects on that competi-
tion. For example, certain kinds of scientific methods, theories and division.̂
of fields are more advantageous than others for scientists engaged in com-

-' There is. of course, another aspect of pul)!ic science policy, which deals with 'Ju
effects of the participation of scientists on ^.'-overnmcnt processes. This subject is analyti-
cally separate from the analys
tion of anah'sis come- from d

of \.hv effeci of government on science; its major trac
scussions o'' power ard influence in eovernment, to whki:

the socio!ojr\- of science per se contribute.- relativch- little. Political scientists may ulti-
mately benefit, however, from undv.'rst:anciiii'.; the distincti\-e nature of sccial cont:;'
within the scientific community.

2' Such characteristics of communicatior. system? as the length of the "half-life" o:
articles may also be treated as dependent variar>k'S. to be explained by structural or
other conditions. Related to studies of conmup.ication in science are recent studies o
the relation of rewards (recognition. ai"^pointment-. award-) to kinds and amounts o;
scientific productivity. See Stephen Cole and Jonathan R. Cok. "Scientific Output CiV.r.
Recognition: A Study in the Operation of the Reward System in Science." Avirr.car.
Sociological Revifw, 21 (June. 1967). pp. 377-390. It would be interesting to compare
scientific communities (either different disciplines, or the same discipline at differen;
times or places) which differ in the way that they reward productivity; such differenct.-
in the reward system may be expected to be related to the amounts and kinds of pro-
ductivity in the field as a whole. Such differences in the reward system also would pro-
vide the basis for a comparative analysis of conditions which determine the distribution
of rewards in science.
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oetition. Therefore, we can expect a tendency for science to move toward
these methods, theories, and divisions, unless there are external impediments
to such change. In other words, there is a "natural selection" of the in-
tellectual content of science, based upon conditions that are not identical with
the usual criteria of ••progress" by scientific standards; indeed, as Kuhn has
pointed out, those very standards are themselves the subjects of arbitrary
choice by the scientific group.

The external, organizational conditions of science also have effects on the
intellectual content of science, on movements for scientific change, and on
the social and intellectual standards of the scientific group. The sociologist
of science should examine the rewards available for contributions to knowl-
edge, and especially the kinds of position? available to support professional
researchers; the authority structures within which research is supported, and
the way in which these structures determine the training and career possi-
bilities of scientists; and the numbers of persons entering particular fields of
scientific competition; and should relate variations in the.'̂ e reward structures
to variations in kinds and amounts of productivity. Universities have been
ihe primary organizations to support full-time devotion to science and
scholarship; hence, the numbers of universities in a society, and the internal
authority structures, the teaching and research purposes, and the recruitment
procedures of universities are crucial matters for investigation in developing
and testing a sociological theory of science.

In the following paragraphs, I shall suggest some implications of this con-
ceptual scheme for several kinds of phenomena: on the intellectual level, the
ri>e of new methods, theories, and schools of thought; on the social level.
ny,)\-ements to found new disciplines, to split old disciplines, and to acquire
Hcademic recognition for non-academic fields.

The Trend to Empiricism

Competitive conditions tend to move science toward specialization, empirical
methods, and logical riiror. Speculative combination and recombination of
i'iea? can be carried on indefinitely: science did not ari.=̂ e because philosophy
>va.- exhausted. However, competition is limited by the very structure of
.speculative thought. For one thine, it is difficult for large numbers of per-
sons to work at the same time in a speculative field: they all tend to tackle
the central problems of the field, since there are no clear criteria to indicate
the potential contributions of less obvious problems. Everyone tends to be
a system-builder. Moreover, there is no good way to measure the relative suc-
cess of these various speculative attempts; there are only a few recognizable
!"anks of achievement: "'great," "good." "mediocre," and ''valueless" would
!>erhaps exhaust the list. The introduction of empirical methods and rigorous
lode (especially in a mathematical form) has several advantages for the group
of competitors as a whole. First, empirical fields lend themselves more readily
'^'> ^specialization; thus, increased numbers of men can work on empirical ma-
^"rials, without such great concern about duplicating the work of others.
Indeed, empirical methods make it possible to distinguish among many closely-
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related studies, which vary slightly different aspects of the situation in the
course of investigating a problem. Hence, we would expect that increased
numbers of men in a field will lead it, not only to specialization and subdivi-
sion, but also to increasing emphasis on empirical methods.

Second, empirical methods provide much more easily inspected criteria
of accomplishment than do speculative methods; hence empirical methods
are favored by the new men in a field as a means of combatting entrenched
and privileged elders.̂ '̂  After all, the conservatives in a speculative field al-
ready have what is perhaps the only solid sign of merit—their success in
gaining formal recognition, such as a university chair; the newcomers could
only compete among themselves in acquiring favor with the conservatives,
or appeal to the easily-discountable and nebulous force of "public opinion,'
unless there were clear standards by which the superiority of their new ideas
might be demonstrated. It is perhaps for this reason that, as Kuhn noted,
quantitative accuracy, once achieved, is never given up in scientific revolu-
tions, no matter what other methods and concepts are given up in order to
try out a new paradigm. Kuhn suggests that quantitative methods are re-
tained because of their usefulness in settling disputes,-''

Third, empirical methods allow for a considerable expansion of the num-
ber of rungs on the ladder of scientific accomplishment. The order of the day
becomes specialization rather than system-building, and there is room for
the man who contributes a modest empirical study, as well as for the theorist
who synthesizes diverse findings. This situation is of great advantage to the
mass of men of medium talent, who would otherwise receive no rewards at all
for their contributions. This situation also enables the field as a whole to
make use of a wider range of manpower, instead of relying exclusively on a
few geniuses for contributions to science.

It may be suggested that increasing numbers of men in the social and
humanistic disciplines, and the consequent increase in competition within
these disciplines, has resulted in a similar trend toward objective and easily
inspectable standards of scholarship. The model of a science cannot be auto-
matically applied to such fields, since they have goals other than the makins
of original contributions to knowledge: the application of knowledge to prac-
tical issues, the expression of values, and aesthetic display. Since many of
these latter products do not inherently require originality, they are not
"scarce" in the same way that original knowledge is, and hence they may not
engender as much competition as scientific goals do. Also, many of these goals
are much more subject to evaluation by laymen than are the goals of any

2" This has also been noted in Norman W. Storer, "The Hard Sciences and the Soft,'
Bulletin of the Medical Library Association, 55 (January, 1967), pp. 75-84. The introduc-
tion of empirical methods into sociolog>% for example, came around 1920, at the time
that the discipline had become institutionalized at the major American universities, and
the numbers of men in the field began to reach what might be regarded as the "critical
mass." Similar processes seem to have occurred in political science since 1945; their
analogues may be found in the overcrowded humanistic disciplines.

2* Thomas S. Kuhn, "The Function of Measurement in Modern Physical Science," in
Harry Woolf, editor. Quantification: A History of the Meaning of Measurement in the
Natural and Social Sciences, Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1961, pp. 128-146.
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of the advanced sciences. Nevertheless, insofar as social and humanistic fields
do emphasize original contributions, and work with materials and concepts
that laymen find esoteric, we may expect that competitive pressures in these
fields will have effects similar to those in the natural sciences: an outf>our
of increasingly specialized publications, characterized by "objective" research
techniques such as mathematization in the social sciences, and the emphasis
on historical exactitude or analysis of technique in literary scholarship at
the expense of a concern for humanistic meanings.^^

Basic and Applied Research

"Basic research," free from practical demands, provides the best compet-
itive situation for the intellectual. When there are no concrete, practical
outcomes by which he can be judged, the intellectual's work must be evalu-
ated by his peers—men who share his basic values and his basic concerns
about their competitive position, rather than by employers who need have
no sympathy for his competitive position. Thus, the ivory-tower discipline
is free to evolve in directions that are most favorable to competition for all
of its members, whereas the applied field is tightly circumscribed by the
concerns of its employers: the former can expand into as many sub.specialties
as it can staff, whereas the latter is limited by the concrete demands of the
practical situation. These advantages for the scientist of basic research help
explain the widely experienced phenomenon of "bootlegging" in industrial
research laboratories. They also find striking application in a social situation
in which tremendous emphasis is placed upon practicality. In Communist
China, Orleans reports.

Over the years, the proportion of basic research to total research seems to have
fluctuated in direct proportion to the state's policies toward scientists. Apparently
there is a natural pull toward basic research, experienced by scientists. Whenever
the regime relaxes its controls, the scientist drifts toward theory.-^

It may be hypothesized that this "natural pull" is not a universal, but varies
according to the competitive conditions in a field: if there are few men com-
peting for the rewards of practical research, they may be content with their
tasks; but if the number increases, competitiveness may drive them toward

^̂  These trends are the objects of bitter outcries by humanistically-oriented members
of the educated lay public, who find them destructive of the aesthetic and evaluative
goals of the humanities. See, for example, Lewis Mumford, "Emerson Behind Barbed
Wire," New York Review of Books, January 18, 1968, pp. 3-5. Reviewing a new edition
of Emerson's Journals, Mumford writes:

Viewed as an abstract feat of scholarly notation, meant solely for the limited use of
specialized scholars, the result gives the layman no reason to quarrel except possibly on
^e purely economic ground that, like moon-rocketing, it represents a colossal expenditure
of human effort, money, and time, that might have been addressed to matters of greater
consequence. What is puzzling though is the obvious fact that the editors did not appar-
ently conceive that Emerson's Journals might fulfill any other purpose than that of the
scholarship industry.

^^Leo A. Orleans, "Research and Development in Communist China," Science, 1S7
^July, 1967), p. 395.
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basic research. In view of the advantages of basic research, we need have
little worry that pure science will be sapped by the financial rewards of ap-
plied science in modem America; the inherently more favorable competitive
structure of pure science guarantees that scientists will continue to accord
it the greatest value.

It should be noted, moreover, that the inherent attractiveness of basic
research for scientists has probably been essential in developing and main-
taining strong basic research. Although it is now accepted as a truism that
basic research is necessary to lay the groundwork for practical advances, there
is little evidence that practically-minded men have supported basic research
for this reason until quite recently. As the Defense Department's Project
Hindsight has shown, work on basic research very rarely pays off in prac-
tical applications to the organization that supports it; basic research be-
comes translated into practical payoffs only via the medium of being in-
corporated in standard theoretical textbooks, which in turn provide the
fundamental solutions upon which applied researchers draw for their prob-
lems.-^ The lag between basic research advances and their practical applica-
tion is often a matter of several decades. Thus, any manager of an industrial
research organization must be aware that the truly basic research done by
his scientists is a thing very distinct from their problem-oriented work, and
that the former work seldom pays off in any practical advances for his
organization. It must be concluded that industrial managers allow "boot-
legging," or even overt basic research in their laboratories, primarily as a
morale measure for their scientists, and not because they expect any payoff
from it. Thus, the continual innovations of modern industry must ultimately
be credited to the competitive concerns of scientists in escaping from practical
demands, rather than to any foresight on the part of practically-minded men.

Productivity and Innovation

As Kuhn has argued, "paradigms" are changed when the scientific com-
munity becomes dissatisfied with their usefulness for "puzzle-solving;" obvi-
ously, an intellectually inadequate theory cannot support a favorable com-
petition. But the exhaustion or "failure" of a paradigm is not the only cause
of paradigm change. Changes in the "external" conditions of competition
may also cause dissatisfaction with the paradigm. A given type of method,
or a given division of subject-matter may be adequate to support a given
number of competing researchers; however, if the number of scholars in-
creases, the less favorably situated among them—especially the newcomers
to the field, the more ambitious younger men—will be motivated to change
the paradigm or open up new fields. For example, the origins of experi-
mental psychology in the nineteenth century in German universities may be
explained by the mobility of young scientists from the overcrowded field of
physiology into the large but stagnant field of philosophy.^^ The methods

^'^ Chalmers W. Sherwin and Raymond S. Isenson, "Project Hindsight," Science, 156
(June 1967), pp. 1571-1577.

28 Joseph Ben-David and Randall Collins, "Social Factors in the Origins of a New
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of natural science were retained by the men who changed fields, both for the
prestige and the proven effectiveness of these methods; the application of
these methods to the materials of philosophy created a new scientific field,
experimental psychology. Such structurally-induced ''role-hybridizations" may
also be found in the origins of such fields as bacteriology and psychoanalysis.'^
Similar processes appear to continue in modern American universities; the
field of molecular biology appears to have arisen as the result of the move-
ment of physicists into virology, bringing with them physical techniques and
problems and replacing traditional biological methods and concerns.^" One of
the important modern developments, the rise of the "age of biology," may
indeed be the result of a continuing and relatively large-scale movement of
scientists trained in physical methods into the "underdeveloped areas" of
biology.

The conditions of competition may increase productivity within a field,
a.̂  well as give rise to new fields. The medical sciences in Germany were more
productive than those in Britain and France in the nineteenth century be-
cause of the structure of the academic labor market in Germany.^^ The de-
centralized German university system made it necessary for German uni-
versities to give added inducements to lure important German scientists away
from other universities; among the most important of these inducements were
ihe establishment of separate chairs for the scientists' preferred specialties.
As a result, specialization and innovation in the German medical sciences
were encouraged. Structural conditions affect the competitive situation in
other ways; for example, hierarchic laboratory organizations, as compared
to decentralized departmental organizations, appear to limit scientific pro-
ductivity in a field by limiting the career chances of the younger scientists.'^^

This structural approach to scientific movements and scientific productivity
has been only recently developed, and a number of possible applications may
be pointed out. A major task is to show the conditions under which the
currently existing disciplines of the natural sciences have split off from each
other, and from non-scientific disciplines such as philosophy. Other large
subjects are the effects of the independent institutionalization of disciplines
on the productivity of these fields, and the effects of the process of gaining
organizational independence on the intellectual controversies and contents of
these fields. A similar analysis may be carried out for the causes and effects
of the differentiation of the social sciences from social philosophy and other

Science: The Case of Psychology,'." American Sociological Review, 31 (Aucust, 1966), pp.
451-465.

"•^Joseph Ben-David, "Roles and Innovations in Medicine," American Journal of
Sociology, 65 (1960), pp. 557-568.

"" See John Cairns, Gunther S. Stent, and James D. Watson, editors, Phage and the
Origins oi Molecular Biology, Cold Springs Harbor Laboratory of Quantitative Biology-,
1965.
^ ~̂' Joseph Ben-David, "Scientific Productivity and Academic Orcanization in Nineteenth

Century Medicine," American Sociological Review, 25 (1960), pp. 828-843.
''• Joseph Ben-David and Awraham Zloczower, "Universities and Academic Systems

'n Modern Societies," European Journal of Sociology, 31 (1962), pp. 45-85.
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humanistic fields. There is room for considerable historical research on these
topics, and also for current field work on the processes by which scientific
disciplines add new positions, acquire independent organizational bases for
new specialties, and respond to changes in the number of competitors. Re-
search on both of these fronts can provide much material for testing and
elaborating a sociological theory of science.

Social Influences on Ideas and Values

Many of the methods, intellectual standards, and values of science are
infiuenced by competitive conditions. We have noted above the conditions
that move scientists toward a preference for rigorous or empirical methods,
and for basic rather than applied research. Here we may further note that the
best theory for a competitive group of scholars is that which provides the
most opportunities for further work. It is theories of this kind that Kuhn
refers to as constituting "paradigms": they provide a basic order, a framework
within which thought and research can go on, but leave plenty of "puzzles"
to be worked out. As Kuhn has noted, "puzzles" provide ideal conditions for
the scientific competitor: he knows from the general theory that there must
be a solution, so he is assured of not wasting his time on a risky venture
into the complete unknown, but he is tackling an area in which original
knowledge may yet be contributed.^^ The ideal theory has further, untested
but testable implications; empirically testable theories provide these best,
and hence they tend to be preferred. However, too little of an abstract, gen-
eral theory leaves the scientist too much in a position of random induction,
with little guidance and little assurance that he is contributing to a central
body of knowledge, rather than making some peripheral discovery. Hence the
desire for "middle-range" theories, a preference expressed at least as far
back as Francis Bacon.

These conditions help explain the relative value accorded to various kinds
of scientific contributions. Shepard has noted that scientists give greatest
honor to radical reformulations or extensions of basic theory, with progres-
sively less honor to pioneer experimental work needed for these reformula-
tions, logical work in filling out the theory, confirmatory and data-accumu-
lating experiments, with lowest esteem going to sloppy experimental work.̂ ^
This hierarchy accords with the degree of contribution that the scientist
makes to creating a favorable competitive situation for his peers, as well as with
his contribution to knowledge per se.

It is interesting to note that contributions come to be valued for their
implications for future research, despite the fact that scientists have at
various times believed that they had reached the end of their search, and
that absolute, final Truth was in their hands. Such, for example, were the
views of Lavoisier in physical science and Buff on in biology in the eighteenth
century, and of the Comteans in the nineteenth century in social science.

" K u h n , o/>. df., 1962, pp. 35-^2.
8* Herbert A. Shepard, "Basic Research and the Social System of Pure Science,"

Philosophy of Science, 23 (January, 1956), pp. 48-57.
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The lesson appears to be that such claims are made only in fields in which
competition has not yet been institutionalized; once that occurs, experience
soon teaches scientists that change and growth in knowledge is continuous
and apparently endless, and the grand assertions of finality disappear.

Similarly, the belief that science is a selfless, communal enterprise has only
gradually arisen through the course of history, as scientists have grown more
and more dependent on each other, and hence have had to curtail their com-
petitiveness in certain respects, in order for the competition to continue at
all. The value of selfiessness arises as a realistic reflection of the structural
state of affairs, just as other professions have formed dedicated coUegial
groups, and adopted idealistic codes of ethics during their histories, because
of problems of mutual dependence and of interaction with the lay world.

Finally, let us consider a very basic norm of science: the norm that new
knowledge ought to be produced. The evidence shows that even if social
values at a given time are opposed to competition in the production of knowl-
edge, or if the belief is widely held that knowledge has already been fully
revealed and hence cannot be further discovered, structural conditions can
engender a competitive and cumulative science. The values and beliefs just
mentioned were in fact held by the educated community in the Middle Ages;
nevertheless, as soon as teachers began competing for students in the medieval
universities, they began to find that the best way to distinguish themselves in
this competition was by innovating to whatever degree was possible within
the accepted standards of knowledge. Gradually, scholars shifted from canoni-
cal exegesis to reformulating minor problems in theology; and as the expand-
ing opportunities for scholarly careers attracted more competitors, they ex-
panded into philosophy and eventually into natural science.

This mode of analysis suggests that explanations of the rise of modem
science, as well as of its subsequent development, should focus upon specific
social structures within which the "men of ideas" act, rather than upon cul-
tural values common to the entire society. As Ben-David has argued, the
fundamental step in the history of Western science was the creation of
organizations, namely the autonomous university corporations, the internal
structures of which could develop independently of lay values and practical
concerns, as long as the organization as a whole provided a service to the
community.̂ ^ Given this organizational autonomy, the internal competitive
conditions noted above could come into play, and eventually create values
favorable to science, where they had previously been lacking.

Conclusion

The concept of the profession enables us to focus on the mechanisms
through which social control operates in science, and to explain how coopera-
tion in the exchange of information is maintained in the competitive activity

^'Joseph Ben-David, "The Scientific Role: The Conditions of its Establishment in
Europe," Minerva, 4 (Autumn, 196S), pp. 17-26; Ben-David, Science and Society, Chap-
ters 1-3. For a view which stresses the general cultural tradition, see Talcott Parsons,
oP- cit., p. 340.
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of making original contributions to knowledge. The power of the colleague
group over its individual members resides in its unique ability to validate
the esoteric contributions of the individual scientist to the laymen who pro-
vide support and rewards for science. Variations in competitive conditions
caused by changes in the numbers of competitors, the openness of career
structures to rapid advancement, and the organizational structures available
to support scientists, can give rise to changes in amounts of scientific pro-
ductivity, changes in kinds of methods employed, the rise of new disciplines
and specialties, and innovations in the values and beliefs of scientists. The
model presented here may be extended, with appropriate modifications, to
the social sciences and humanities, and thus may provide a basis for a more
rigorously testable sociology of knowledge than has heretofore been de-
veloped.
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